
THE ES&S EXPRESSVOTE HANDLES IT ALL.
The ExpressVote Universal Voting System combines paper-based voting with  

touch screen technology to create an innovative breakthrough in voting solutions. 

Used in early vote centers and on Election Day in precincts or vote centers,  

the ExpressVote handles the entire ballot-casting process. Election officials  

no longer have to guess the number of ballots to print — instead, an inexpensive  

Vote Session Activator™ card determines the ballot style presented on the touch screen. 

ExpressVote can serve every eligible voter, including those with special needs.  

As a fully compliant ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act) voting solution,  

ExpressVote enables each voter to cast his or her ballot independently.
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KEY FEATURES
VOTE SESSION ACTIVATOR 
The voter receives a voting session activator card to begin  

the process. Election officials can choose from three options:

∙     If only one ballot is programmed for the election,  

a blank card activates the ballot.

∙     If the election has multiple ballots, a blank card requires  

a poll worker to select the correct ballot for the voter.

∙     If the election has multiple ballots, a card with  

an activation barcode displays the correct ballot  

for the voter.

CASTING OPTIONS 
The ExpressVote enables casting options. Voters can:

∙     Manually place ballots in the DS200 for scanning  

and tabulating.

∙     Use AutoCast® to place ballots into a secure container  

for later tabulation by an election official, who may use  

the DS850 central scanner and tabulator.

VERIFIABLE PAPER RECORD 
After all selections are made, a human- and machine-

readable paper record is produced, including text and an 

optical scan barcode. All votes are digitally scanned for 

tabulation on ES&S’ DS200 and DS850 devices.

EASY TO SET UP AND USE 
The one-step startup and poll-closing procedure makes the 

ExpressVote an ideal device for poll workers. The intuitive 

design offers streamlined simplicity for all voters, poll 

workers and election staff. The paper card is the vote session 

activator – there is no expensive technology to manage or 

program.  The ExpressVote is small, lightweight at less than 

20 pounds, and easy to carry.

CONTROLLED AND REDUCED COSTS
Traditional ballot printing costs can be reduced significantly 

by eliminating the need and expense for pre-printed paper 

ballots. With low operation and maintenance fees, budgeting 

for recurring expenses with the ExpressVote is easy.  

The system does not use ink, toner, or paper rolls and 

consumes 70 percent less paper than traditional ballots.

INNOVATIVE DESIGN 
Complete and total independence is maintained while voters 

cast their own records. Voters review a summary page and 

can make changes before casting ballots. A voter’s selection 

changes will not spoil the voting session. The system 

produces a verifiable paper record for each voter that is 

digitally scanned for tabulation. ExpressVote neither stores 

nor tabulates vote counts. The system is secure – the election 

definition media device is protected in a locked environment.


